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Higher harmonic generation at metal surfaces by powerful bichromatic laser fields
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We generalize our recent model calculations on the generation of higher harmonics at metal surfaces by a
powerful femtosecond laser pulse@Phys. Rev. A54, 3245~1996!# for the case in which a bichromatic field of
frequenciesv and 2v is applied, where both components are out of phase by an anglef, and we discuss the
coherent phase control of the harmonic generation process, relating our results to those obtained for harmonic
generation by shining a bichromatic laser field on atoms.@S1050-2947~97!00809-3#

PACS number~s!: 79.20.Ds, 32.80.Wr, 42.50.Hz
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Some time ago, it was suggested to coherently con
laser-induced molecular reactions by applying a bichrom
laser field of commensurable frequencies, the relative ph
of which can be conveniently tuned@1#. Since then, this idea
has been employed in various branches of multiphoton ph
ics, among others in multiphoton above threshold ionizat
~ATI ! of atoms@2# and in the concomitant harmonic gener
tion ~HG! @3#. The recent advance in the production of ve
powerful femtosecond laser pulses made it possible to g
erate very high harmonics by shining laser light of some 117

W/cm2 at grazing incidence on solid surfaces, in particu
on metals, as documented by two new experiments@4,5#. To
explain these highly nonlinear effects, two model calcu
tions have been presented recently@6,7#, of which our model
@7# reproduced the experimental data surprisingly well.

It is the purpose of the present short paper to adapt
model to the generation of harmonics at metal surfaces
bichromatic field of frequenciesv and 2v and investigate the
harmonic rates as a function of the relative phasew of the
two field components. We do not intend to reproduce all
details of our theory here, except putting down some of
essentials and referring for the rest to our foregoing work@7#.

We assume that both components of the bichromatic fi
have the same linear polarization«W and consider grazing
incidence of the laser light onto the metal surface such th«W
is very close to the normaleW z onto the surface~i.e., we
choosep polarization!. Since the surface plasma, genera
by the powerful laser pulse, has a thickness less than a
wavelength we may safely describe the laser field in dip
approximation and choose the bichromatic field in the fo

EW ~ t !5«W @F0
1sinvt1F0

2sin~2vt1w!#, ~1!

whereF0
1 and F0

2 are the field strengths of the two comp
nents. With this choice, and in the idealized case tha«W
5eW z , we get for the space-translated potential of the So
merfeld model of the solid embedded in the two fields@7#

V@z1a0
1sinvt1a0

2sin~2vt1w!#

5V0@u„z1a0
1sinvt1a0

2sin~2vt1w!…21#, ~2!

where a0
i 5eF0

i /m( iv)2, with i 51,2, V05EF1W is the
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depth of the potential step, andu(z) is the step function. For
the evaluation of the transition matrix elementTn for thenth
harmonic we need to evaluate

¹W zV@z1a0
1sinvt1a0

2sin~2vt1w!#

5(
n

¹W zVn~z!exp~2 invt !, ~3!

where¹W zVn(z) is obtained from Eq.~2! to be given by

¹W zVn~z!5V0~2p!21E dk exp~2 ikz!Bn~ka0
1;ka0

2;w!,

~4!

in which Bn is a generalized Bessel function defined by

Bn~ka0
1;ka0

2;w!5(
l

Jn22l ~ka0
1!Jl ~ka0

2!exp~2 i l w!.

~5!

Consequently, we get for our transition matrix element
harmonic generation@7#

Tn522p id~E81\v82E2n\v!^kW8u«W 8•«W ]zVn~z!ukW &
~6!

in which ukW & andukW8& are free electron states of the electro
of the surface plasma which scatter at the oscillating pot
tial well. Inserting in Eq.~6! from Eqs.~4! and ~5! the ex-
pression for¹W zVn(z) we find

«W 8•«W ^kW8u]zVn~z!ukW &

5«W 8•«W dkx ,k
x8
dky ,k

y8
V0L21Bn„~kz2kz8!

3a0
1;~kz2kz8!a0

2;w…, ~7!

where «W 8 is the polarization vector of the spontaneous
emitted harmonic field. Following along the lines of o
foregoing work@7#, we get, after evaluation of the transitio
probabilities from Eqs.~6! and ~7! and integration over the
Fermi distributions for the free and occupied electron sta
of the degenerate electron gas, the following expression
2439 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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the differential production rates per unit surface elemen
harmonic frequenciesv85nv ~n52,3,4,...! in the bichro-
matic field

dwn /dV5C~V0 ,T,v!~«W 8•«W !2Rn /n

Rn5E
0

`

~dy/y!$exp@b~y221!#11%21Bn
2~a1y;a2y;w!,

~8!

whereC is a normalization constant which we do not need
consider since in all available experimental data only rela
harmonic rates are presented. Hence we shall concentra
the following discussion on the relevant termRn /n. In Eq.
~8! we have introduced the dimensionless parameters

ai52kFa0
i 52kFeF0

i /m~ iv!2,

i 51,2 ~9!

b5EF /kBT, ~\kF!2/2m5EF ,

whereEF is the Fermi energy,kB Boltzmann’s constant, and
T the absolute temperature. As indicated in our forego
work, the parametersai are, however, not the effective pa
rameters. First, we have to multiply these by a factor 2siu,
since in an actual experiment the laser polarization is
exactly perpendicular onto the solid surface for the la
beam impinges under an angleu with respect to the normal
and, secondly, we have to observe that the effective la
field strengthsF0

i in the surface plasma are related to t
incoming external fieldsFe

i by the appropriate boundary con
ditions e iF0

i 5Fe
i with e i512vp

2/( iv)2 being the dielectric
constants of the two fields. Since, however, for the v
dense surface plasmavp@v we get for the field strength
inside the plasma the reduction factorsF0

i 5

2@( iv)2/vp
2#Fe

i . Consequently, the effective parametersaeff
i

to be used in Eq.~8! are given by

aeff
i 52@~ iv!2/vp

2#aisinu, i 51,2. ~10!

For the following numerical examples we choose the data
the experiment of von der Lindeet al. @5#. They used a Ti-
:sapphire laser with\v51.56 eV ~v52.531015 sec21)
which will be our fundamental field of intensityI
51017 W/cm2 and 100-fs pulse duration. As a target w
taken aluminum withEF511.7 eV and an electron density o
n518.131022 cm23 ~which is roughly the density of the
surface plasma! so that the plasmon energy is\vp515.82
eV ~ vp52.4131016 sec21!. Moreover, in this experimen
u568°. Then, with the above relations, the effective para
eter for the fundamental field will be given byaeff

1 516.015.
If we choose for the second field a field strengthF0

25F0
1/4,

corresponding to an intensity of the second field ofI 256.3
31015 W/cm 2, then we find that the effective parameter
the second field is given byaeff

2 5aeff
1 /4. In this case the sec

ond Bessel function inBn still yields a considerable contri
bution, although the intensity of the second field is lower
about two orders of magnitude. As we have shown in
foregoing work, for a single laser frequency the cutoffnc of
the harmonic spectrum is roughly determined byaeff

1 , which
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is in quite good agreement with the experimental findings
von der Lindeet al. @5#. In the case of the bichromatic field
this cannot be so, since here the cutoff will strongly depe
on the relative phase of the two fields, which determines
maximum values of the generalized Bessel functionsBn .
This phase dependence of the cutoff will be clearly seen
our figures below. Since the harmonics at the surface of
metal can only be generated as long as the surface pla
has not been heated up, which means that all the en
supplied by the laser pulse has been transformed into the
energy, we assume that initially the plasma is cold, i.e.
room temperature~ T5300 K, kBT50.025 eV!. In this case
we find for the second parameter in Eq.~9! the valueb5468.
Temperatures up to aboutkBT55 eV are still permissible.
Beyond that value the timetc between two electron colli-
sions becomes shorter than the laser periodT and thus no
electron oscillations in the laser field can take place a
longer. As we have seen in our foregoing work, for suf
ciently low temperatures of a fewkBT the harmonic spec-
trum is almost temperature independent up to the cut
Hence we do not discuss the temperature dependence h

In the following figures we discuss thew dependence of
Rn /n as a function of the harmonic ordern in the range
0<w<p for a few selected values and compare the data w
those for a single frequency.

Figure 1 shows the harmonic ratesRn /n in a bichromatic
field as a function of the nonlinear ordern for ~a! w50 and
~c! w5p to be compared with~b! for a single frequency
when the second field is turned off. In both cases the fun
mental field has the same intensity of 1017 W/cm 2 while the
second field has the intensity of 6.331015 W/cm2. As is
apparent, forw50 many more higher harmonics are gene
ated than with a single frequency laser pulse. This happ
though the second field has a considerably lower intens
On the other hand, forw5p destructive interferences in th
evaluation of the generalized Bessel functionsBn lead to
higher harmonic signals at small harmonic orders but t

FIG. 1. PresentsRn /n in a bichromatic field for~a! w50 and~c!
w5p to be compared with~b! for a single frequency. While for
w50 many more higher harmonics appear than for a single
quency, the cutoff of the spectrum forw5p is at a lower value ofn
than for a single frequency but the harmonic rates are enhance
small n. The power of the fundamental field is 1017 W/cm2 and of
the second field 6.331015 W/cm2.
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less extended spectrum. Since the analytic properties o
generalized Bessel functions are rather involved and no
well known, it is hard to find a simple argument for th
results of the above interference effects. The following f
may, however, be the reason for the above effects
we replace in the definition~5! of the generalized Besse
functions the phasew50 by w5p, then the various terms
of the sum overl will alternate in sign due to the facto
exp(2il p)5(21)l . Hence, for the casew50 there appear
to be more constructive interferences than for the casew5p.
But this cannot be the only reason.

Figure 2 presents even more clearly the decrease of
order n of harmonics generated with increasing relati
phasew for ~a! w50, ~b! w5p/4, ~c! w5p/2, and~d! w5p,
while on the other hand there is an indication of the incre
of the harmonic rates at small harmonic orders with incre
ing value of the phase.

This increase of the harmonic rates at small values of
nonlinear order and simultaneous decrease at largen for in-
creasing values of the phase is drastically demonstrate
Fig. 3, where the relative ratesRn(w)/Rn(w50) are plotted
as a function ofn for ~a! w5p/4, ~b! w5p/2, ~c! w53p/2,
and~d! w5p. This figure also shows very nicely the decrea
of the cutoff value of the harmonic spectrum with increas
phase. It is interesting to observe that all curves intersec
roughly the same value ofn somewhere between 8 and 1
This can also be seen, though it is less pronounced, in F
1 and 2. As pointed out above, due to the complex struc
of the generalized Bessel functions it is hard to find a sim
explanation for this feature.

The changes between the harmonic rates for a single
quency, denoted bySn /n, and for a bichromatic field,Rn /n,
are particularly dramatic forw5p. This is shown in Fig. 4,
where Sn /Rn(w5p) is plotted on the large scale and i
inverse,Rn(w5p)/Sn , is presented in the inset.

Our formula for the harmonic ratesRn /n has a simple
intuitive interpretation. The generalized Bessel functi
Bn

2(aeff
1 y;aeff

2 y;w! describes the probability of harmonic ge
eration by raising an electron from a particular energy le

FIG. 2. Shows the decrease of the number of harmonics ge
ated with increasingw for ~a! w50, ~b! w5p/4, ~c! w5p/2, and~d!
w53p/4. Here too one recognizes the features already appare
Fig. 1, such as the enhancement of the harmonic rates for smn
with increasing phasew.
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of the Fermi distribution into the continuum by absorbingn
photons\v from the two fields and by then falling back t
the same level, thereby emitting a harmonic quantumn\v.
All these probabilities are then summed up over all availa
levels of the Fermi distribution to yield the total productio
rates. This picture is in fact very similar to the simple pictu
of harmonic generation by atoms. But we have to rem
ourselves that atoms in their ground state are spheric
symmetric systems so that due to parity conservation o
odd harmonics are generated, whereas a solid surface
not have this symmetry and hence even and odd harmo
are produced. On the other hand, the polarization dep
dence in both cases is the same, namely («W 8•«W )2. Therefore
it is not surprising that similar features as discussed ab
for harmonic generation in a bichromatic field, like the d
crease of the harmonic spectrum with increasing rela
phasew and the simultaneous increase of the harmonic ra

r-

in
l

FIG. 3. Demonstrates more drastically the increase ofRn /n at
smalln by presentingRn(w)/Rn(w50) for ~a! w5p/4, ~b! w5p/2,
~c! w53p/4, and~d! w5p. Simultaneously one recognizes the d
crease of the cutoff frequency.

FIG. 4. Shows on a large scaleSn /Rn(w5p) and in the inset
Rn(w5p)/Sn , whereSn are the rates for a single frequency. Whi
the inset drastically demonstrates the early cutoff of the spect
for w5p, the large scale figure shows for highern the zigzagging of
the harmonic rates forw5p which are already apparent in Fig. 1
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at small harmonic orders, are also met if this process is c
sidered for atoms@3#. One final remark might be in order. I
our model of harmonic generation at a metal surface
cutoff law is not determined byW13Up where W is the
work function, representing here the ionization energy, a
Up is the ponderomotive energy. This law was found to h
for atoms@8# but would predict here an enormously extend
harmonic spectrum which is not observed. Probably this
something to do with a rather high ionization probability
the metal surface which we have not investigated here. Th
is also another reason why apparently the production e
ciency of harmonics at solid surfaces is not so high as
might expect on account of the high electron density of
surface plasma. Since the electron gas is degenerate, o
fraction kBT/EF of the electron density will be available fo
the generation process and this reduces the effective de
of electrons at room temperature tone

eff5431020 cm23. On
the other hand, the laser interaction volume on the solid
face is about 531026 cm3 so that the number of electron
available per laser shot is about 231017. This is then of a
similar order of magnitude as one meets in a gas jet whic
crossed by the laser beam.
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Summarizing, we have demonstrated by using a straig
forward extension of our model for the generation of h
monics at metal surface@7# for the case of a bichromatic field
of frequenciesv and 2v the following main features:

~a! For a laser intensity of the fundamental field
1017 W/cm2 and for the second field of 6.331015 W/cm2

the spectrum of harmonics will extend to much higher no
linear orders for the phasew50 than is observed for a singl
field @5# and ~b! for larger values of the relative phase th
cutoff of the spectrum gets decreased while the harmo
rates are increased at the same time.

Despite the differences between the harmonic genera
by atoms and at metal surfaces, these two processes ap
to have the above two features~a! and ~b! in common if
harmonic generation takes place in a bichromatic field.
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